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Introduction to the Elysium Nebula

Welcome to Elysium Nebula, a sci-fantasy

role-playing game to test the limits of your

imagination both as players and as games

masters. This setting has been exclusively designed for role-playing purposes so the history

has not already been carved out by the heroes

of films and books before you – it’s up to you

and fellow players to shape the future of Elysium Nebula. And yet still Elysium Nebula is

firmly rooted in the archetypes of science fiction and fantasy so players should immediately

relate to the species and character types that

habit this make-believe realm. It is a sciencefiction setting with an emphasis on fiction over

science; anything is possible!



How do I play?

Elysium Nebula is a d20 System role-playing

game. The core rule set has been designed by

Wizards of the Coast. Specifically Elysium Nebula was constructed on the System Reference

Documents (under the terms of the Open Gaming License) of Wizard’s d20 Future and d20

Modern lines.

In fact it is advisable (though not necessary)

that anyone playing the Elysium Nebula roleplaying game also own copies of these two

books as they include more details than are

covered in the SRD and further clarify the rules

so that the players are better equipped to adjudicate in-game events.

Otherwise the pertinent components of the

rules are reproduced in the Elysium Nebula

guides and the SRDs are available online on

the Wizards of the Coast website.



What is Sci-Fantasy?

Elysium Nebula is science fantasy. That is to

say it is set in the far future. Humanity has expanded into a new solar system and encountered alien species and new technologies. But

also it is a fantastical setting. As noted above

Elysium Nebula is based on the d20 System, is

a flexible and original class-based role-playing

rule set first designed for exploring the latest

rendition of the classic Dungeons &amp; Dragons

role-playing game. In tribute to the game that
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lies at the roots of d20 Future, Elysium Nebula

is a role-playing setting that borrows heavily

from elements of classical Dungeons &amp; Dragons with hopefully enough new twists to keep

new players and veterans alike interested.

In this vision of the future when humanity discovers the verdant solar system called the Elysium Nebula it discovers that elves, dwarves

and lizardkin populate these ancient worlds.

Elysium Nebula is a fusion setting, blending

elements of classic fantasy with contemporary

space operas. It is a realm in which magic and

science exist side by side not exclusively – but

in support of one another. Humanity is divided into a number of conflicting factions, the

elves who once dominated the inner worlds

have dwindled in number due to unceasing

wars with the dangerous alien creatures called

the Illithids and inter-system travel is closely

monitored by the reclusive and stern Dwarven

race who control the major system jumpgates

– the only means of faster than light travel.

Over the course of these pages you will discover more details of this hybrid setting but not

all will be revealed. The Elysium Nebula still

has many secrets to hide for GMs and players

to explore together!



What is in this book?

This book (Volume 1) is the first of four volumes in the Elysium Nebula campaign setting,

and there may be more chapters added as the

setting expands. It provides background material for the major races as well as providing

a historical backdrop in the form of a major

timeline of significant events. It also provides

the rules for playing the different races and

discusses some of the political differences

between the major human and alien groups.

This is the most important book for getting

started with a game of Elysium Nebula as it

provides the basic framework for playing.

Volume 2,, is the Elysium Nebula World Guide, with all the information a player will need

to travel the many planets and star stations of

the Elysium Nebula. The histories of each planet in the United Republic could fill several
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tomes, so not surprisingly this guide is incomplete and leaves room for further detail and

expansion – but at the very least each world is

summarized and discussed in a way that will

allow players and GMs to come to terms with

this brave new universe.

Volume 3 is the Elysium Nebula Arms and

Equipment Guide, a must-have for players

creating characters to fight through alien

sorcerers, fearsome robots and insane megalomaniac villains. Also includes starships,

character enhancements in the form of genetic, cybernetic and nano-augmetic technology, as well as rules for magically or psionically

enchanted equipment.

Volume 4 is the Elysium Nebula Menace Manual. A hefty list of NPCs of both the friend and

foe variety. They range from the standard United Republic Combat Marine to the deadly alien Kruthik to the deadly and witch-like Drow

to the sinister Yuan’ti and their snakelike minions. No GM should be without it!



Elysium Nebula,

the Campaign Setting

More concretely now, Elysium Nebula is a

campaign setting in which the action (in most

games) will take place within the solar system

called the Elysium Nebula – though there is no

reason why it should not spill over on to Sol System, the Alpha Centauri System or other close

star systems. Elysium Nebula itself is a system



with a pair of binary stars called Solaris and

Acheron, each orbited by many planets which

in turn have many moons. The United Republic

of Elysium – a human political state – counts

over 23 astral bodies under its dominion. That is

not counting the planets controlled by aliens or

other human power groups. The system is even

more expansive than this with a number of habited asteroids, space-stations and halo-worlds.

From the perspective of diversity of sentient

creatures Elysium Nebula is a very rich setting.

Thanks to its mixed roots of science fiction and

fantasy it has a mixed bag of heroes and villains to populate your stories with.

The Elysium Nebula has four dominant races.

The humans who are a dominant wide-spread

and industrious race. The elves, who are the

native beings of the inner worlds, naturally magical beings with similar physiology to

human beings. The dwarves, who hail from

the icy outer worlds of Elysium Nebula. They

now control vast funds of wealth thanks to

monopolizing “jumpgate” technology which

permits spaceships to travel through a fold

in space-time thus covering great distance in

very little time. Finally the lizardfolk, whom

like the elves are native to the inner worlds,

though their evolutionary rise to sentience

has been guided from afar by the elves and as

they have been around for less time had only

developed to a rudimentary tribal state when

human colonists arrived. Now they serve as a

second-class race to the humans.
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Elysium Nebula features other more menacing aliens, such as the Illithids and their

Ogre minions who attack from another system. The snake-creatures, relatives of the

Lizardfolk, called the Yuan-Ti whom it is

said have a sinister agenda of puppeteering

human government through snakeblooded

human vassals. The ever-hungry alien race
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called the Kruthik – who have no sentience

as we understand it – and travel from star

system to star system through a means of

psionic teleportation to feed on living creatures. There are evil elves, turned to demon

worship after a bloody war with the Illithids.

These elves are called the Drow, and thanks

to them Elysium Nebula is now also popula-



ted by demons and undead creatures. Finally, slumbering within the asteroids of Elysium Nebula are the most ancient creatures of

all – the Elysian Dragons.

Then there is the option of playing a hybrid

being. Elves and Ogres both, for better or

worse, are able to interbreed with humans
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Magic and Technology are more or

less common in the Elysium Nebula.

While in some areas magic and psionic Powers are averyday abilities they

are unheard of in other regions and

vice versa.



thanks to the latent eldritch powers that

course through their veins. Half-elves are

conflicted heroes, never feeling completely

comfortable with their acceptance into human society. Half-ogres are mistrusted by humans, and this push away sometimes leads

them to lives of banditry or piracy. Both demons and dragons have an even greater ma-



gical heritage – and thanks to shape-shifting

powers are also able to couple with humans,

elves and other such races. Heroes with traces of dragon-blood or demon-blood in their

ancestry may be able to manifest strange

powers – they may be even unaware of their

magical heritage. Finally the Yuan-ti are able

to genetically alter humans and pattern their

	



	



minds so as to serve the alien snake people.

These tainted subjects are called Snakeblooded and represent a growing threat to the stability of human government.

Amidst this myriad of worlds and aliens are

stories waiting to be told. Welcome to the Elyn

sium Nebula!

Elysium Nebula
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The Elysium Nebula Player Guide

This is a timeline of major events that have

shaped the Elysium Nebula, marked according

to the dates in the Elysian Calendar. The Elysium Nebula campaign setting is merely set in

the future of the real world timeline, but since it

is set almost 20,000 years in the future nothing



is as we know it anymore. Eldritch powers (psionics and magic) are studied as sciences in this

future and are part of every day mundane life.

Elves, dwarves, ogre kin and other alien races

walk the streets alongside humans. Things

have changed a lot since the 20th century.



Historical Overview

-14,000,000 BC: With an apocalyptic bang

this universe spirals outwards into existence

and there is a rare opportunity for astral bodies to get trapped in gravitic orbits around

one another to form complex systems of

stars and planets. The first awkward organic

forms of life make their way up the evolutionary chain.

-6,000,000 BC: In the amassed hydrogen

clouds of the Elysium Nebula a planetary

body is formed which colonizing humans

will (many, many years from now) call Elysia Prime.

-4,500,000 BC: The planet called Earth can be

clearly defined as a solar object in the Sol

System.

-3,000,000 BC: The Dragons of the Elysium

Nebula first appear.

-1,000,000 BC: Elves evolve on Elysia Prime

as a distinct species from primitive ape-like

mammals.

-750,000 BC: Humans evolve on Earth as a

distinct species from apes.

-600,000 BC: Elvish primitives develop the first

true eldritch powers. This ‘magic’ allows the

Elves to advance more rapidly as even mundane tasks can be performed more quickly.

-400,000 BC: Dwarves (Duruki) evolve from

the squat Yeti of the frozen outer world Drumai.

-300,000 BC: Elvish psions form into true communities and start to build cities organically

by growing trees into houses and muting the

natural world around them into structures.

-98,475 BC: Elvish science and magic allow for

the first trip beyond the home world of Elysia. The elves reach one of the nine moons of

Elysia.

-50,000 BC: The Duruki build their first rock

cities deep underground. They stop living in
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igloos and wearing Yeti cloaks with the discovery of fire.

-17,500 BC: The Elves colonize Vassago, moon

of Elysia. They use their magic to start the

slow but sure process of making it habitable.

-5000 BC: Humans become sedentary for

the first time and start to build settlements

around the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in

Mesopotamia.

-3000 BC: Elves learn to excel at Terraforming.

Groups of Elvish Shamans travel to the various worlds of the Elysium Nebula to begin

the slow process of altering the structure of

the worlds through an arcane craft called

Geomancy.

-1200 BC: The Duruki of Drumai dig so many

tunnels into the natural caverns of their

home world that they are able to enter the

tunnels on one side of Drumai and reach

the other side of the world without ever

coming to the surface. The underground

city-states wage war repeatedly on one

another and the Duruki become hard and

resilient folk.

-600 BC: Roman Republic founded. The senate of Rome puts humans (in terms of

gubernatorial sophistication) ahead of

both Duruki and Elves who are adhering

to rule-of-strong and basic monarchies respectively. This Empire does not last but the

coordination and organization of human

government in this age is still present in the

United Republic of Elysium today.

-0 BC or -21186 BE (Before Elysium): A significant religious figure (Jesus) emerges and

he fights (in part) the power of Rome. His

crucifixion alters the course of human history forever. Though the religion born of his

passing has since disappeared in the Elysi-
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THE ELYSIAN CYCLE

While all the planets rotate around their

respective sun or suns, the two suns; Solaris and Acheron; are also rotating around

each other. When – relative to this particular galactic spiral arm – the two suns have

swapped positions with one another, this is

called a Half-Cycle. When they have gone

back to their original positions it is called a

Full Cycle or more commonly, just a Cycle.

THE ELYSIAN ANNUM OR YEAR

Each Cycle is approximately 100 earth

years. An annum is 1/100 of a cycle. Handily the annum – the standard measure of

time in the Elysium Nebula is pretty close to

an Earth year (a week or two longer – actually). People tend to give their ages in annums while others use the older term ‘year’

or from which annum actually stems.



Elvish science fused with Elvish magic allows for the first trip beyond the homeworld of Elysia. The elves reach one of the nine moons of Elysia. Pictured above: The Elyanwë Thoron (The

Elysian Eagle), the first Elvish Ship to go interplanetary.



um Nebula – the newer human religions

all carry the echoes of this most influential

individual.

-20980 BE: The Shamans that rode out to enchant and terraform the worlds of the Elysium Nebula to make them habitable return

about 3.2 thousand years later with their

task complete. The major Elvish kingdoms

arrange the construction of massive ‘arks’

grown from living trees that can be psionically displaced into deep space with living

Elvish cargo. The elves begin the long preparation to move into new worlds.

-19600 BE: The Elves of the Elysium Nebula

cover the vast gulf of space for the first time

with the intent to colonize a new world – curiously humanity is accomplishing similar

thing by non-magical means on their home

world. For the first time humans are taking

ships across the oceans and seizing lands

that are not their own.

-19275 BE: Among humans there is the Great

War, also dubbed the War to End all Wars.



When it becomes apparent this war is merely to be one among many it is renamed

World War I.

-19217 BE: Humans place their first man on

the moon.

-19000 BE: Elves develop an awareness of the

inevitable consequences of terraforming

worlds and making them habitable. Other

life-forms (the lizardkin) begin to show promises of sentience. Elves (heedless as always

of danger) gently accelerate the evolution of

the lizardkin magically.

-18580 BE: Humans construct the first major

city in the Moon. The Moon eventually declares its independence from the nations of

Earth that colonized it and the moon-states

become the first extra-terrestrial human nations.

-18380 BE: The lizard races achieve true sentience, able to learn from the elves. Despite

being fairly technologically advanced the

elves are extremely reliant on magic and

have never engaged in any kind of con	



	



The new calendar - with its slightly longer

year - was established 12 years after the

Illithid wars when the United Republic decided to usher in a new era of peace and

civilization in this Solar System. Since then

375 years have passed, or 3 and three

quarter Cycles.

Because of the various life-sustaining technologies now available there are some men

and women who remember the establishment of the United Republic of Elysium as

the governing body of all human planets

and the ushering in of the new calendar.

Male humans can now live up to 300 or 400

years; women can reach their fourth or fifth

cycle if they stay healthy.

The most venerable Duruki are able to reach 10 cycles or a millenia, but not much

more than that. Elves, the most long-lived

of species, can live for several thousand

years. Some dragons are eons old.

The humans settled Orobas, the first world

reached in the Elysium Nebula 75 cycles

from the current year. From that day 7,500

years ago humanity has since spread out all

over the Nebula conquering, building upon

and dominating every world.
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Timekeeping (continued)



THE ELYSIAN MONTHS

The months have stayed the same, remarkably, since the days of Terra. 12 months

known by their original names, though

each has now been divided into exactly 32

days. 32 because that is how many (384)

days there are in the Annum, designed to

be 1/10 of a cycle. (Actually 348.3, every

third year is a leap year in which April has

33 days. Also known as Unlucky 33.)

THE ELYSIAN DAY

Also, the planets terraformed by the elves

had their rotation altered to use the standard Elysian 26 hour day. Humans have

since adapted to this alien standard. Duruki worlds and most moons don‘t adhere

to any kind of day standard. The 26 hour

day is the timekeeping convention however across the Republic and has since

been adopted by the ICHA as well (who

resiliently adhered to the older 24 hour

Terran day until after the Embargo conflict

when trade soared and Ichan merchants

had trouble adapting to the longer days

when plying their trade in URE worlds).

STANDARD ELYSIAN DATE FORMAT

Full date and times are given in the format:

Cycle.Annum.Month.Day-Hour:Minute:

Seconds

So as Nest Hill is filling out his Captain‘s

Log the exact date is:

C3.A75.M08.D27-25h:44m:12s

Or spoken: August 27, 375

at nearly midnight.
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flict with one another. They lead a nomadic

existence among the stars and the elves

abandon formal government in favour of

a sort of cooperative anarchy. This system

only works because of the elvish natural

inclination towards helping one another. In

some cases the elves abandon worlds to the

lizardkin to allow them the space to exist of

their own accord. This tends to occur when

the lizardkin behave violently towards the

elves. Rather than fight the elves simply leave the lizardkin to their world.

-17121 BE: The Duruki (a little slow on the

uptake because they have no Moon on their

home world which can be used as a first step

into space) finally make their first landing

on an alien world. Unfortunately due to an

accident on the return the space-ship never

makes it home. The Duruki end up reconsidering space travel.

-17000 BE: The humans encounter Gargoyles

while colonizing Europa, one of Jupiter’s

moons. This triggers the Gargoyle Wars and

represents humanity’s first contact with an

alien species. This event answers humanity’s

long standing question of whether they are

alone in the universe.

-15290 BE: Elves make contact with the Duruki. Trade opens up and the Duruki are

helped to travel successfully to the nearest

home world. With Elvish help and with the

advanced state of Duruki theoretical physics

the Duruki begin the process that will eventually allow them to develop the Elysium

Nebula’s first functioning jump-gates.

-13360 BE: An incredible day in human pharmaceutical history. The development of the

drug Aesir. Humans develop the first meaningful psionic powers.

-12000 BE: Humans have colonized all the

habitable bodies within the Sol System. A

journey to a new solar system is too daunting a task for the humans. The humans begin to realize that the system cannot sustain

their need for natural resources. An internal

struggle between the major power groups

begins.

-11305 BE: Within a single horrifying night

the alien Illithids strike down and capture

the capital elvish city in Elysia Prime. The

Illithids and their Ogre troopers completely

stomp the helpless elves who have no choice

but to flee for their lives. For the first time in

their existence the elves are faced with a real

need to fight.



-11269 BE: The Duruki manage to build jump

gates in a few systems beyond the boundaries of the Elysium Nebula. This allows the

Duruki to initialize the colonization of a vast

number of far flung outer worlds. They also

develop the technology to terraform worlds

– though this machine-based mechanical

process takes longer than the elvish psionic

process.

-11198 BE: The Duruki outer worlds are interrupted during the terra-forming. Their

abrupt expansion has put them into space

with the deadly alien Kruthik. The wars

are so bloody and violent that the dwarves

eventually decide to retreat from the farflung worlds beyond the Nebula and shut

down the deep-space jumpgates. An occasional effort has been made to return to these

deep systems – always with the same result

of triggering an incursion of Kruthik. The

repercussions of the dwarves‘ excursion is

that the deadly Kruthik have been introduced into the Elysium Nebula.

-11002 BE: Eleven-Oh-Oh-Two - a date that

will forever remain in history. The most

powerful nation of old Terra is hit with 100

kilo-tons of atomic material. Humanity engages in what starts out as World War V but

ends up being the bloodiest war in history

and will result in the destruction of all life on

Earth. Humanity will be sent back by about

four thousand years. By the time the Terran Civil War begins on Earth, the Elves are

dying at the hands of the Illithids (despite

being able to recruit lizardfolk and occasionally Dragon aid) and the Duruki are battling the Kruthik in all the outer corners of

the galaxy.

-8500 BE: What follows these three major

conflicts is roughly two and a half thousand

years of struggle and intermittent war. This

is not a pleasant time to be alive – in any

corner of the universe. To the elves this is a

time of oppression and fighting for survival.

To the Duruki it is a time of receding back

into the home worlds and locking out the

enemy that outnumbers them a thousand to

one. To the humans it is an endless battle for

what little fuel and resources can be reclaimed from the worlds around them. The war

is perpetual and endless and most of the

major conflicting groups no longer understand what the fighting is really all about.

-8498 BE: The elves turn to daemonology to

fend off the Illithids. An elvish cult (who-
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se members are called the Drow) emerge

mastering the power to summon demonic

beings of raw eldritch energy. These magical

creatures turned the tide of the war against

the Illithids who retreat into the dark regions

of space from whence they came. The elves

begin the slow process of rebuilding.

-7500 BE: Through sheer resilience the Duruki fend off the vast hordes of aliens that had

struck the outer worlds. They become the

superior alien-fighters in the galaxy. They

too begin the slow process of rebuilding

their home worlds.

-7408 BE: The Phoeban nation of humans

claim victory over Luna and Terra by capturing the Lunar battle barge containing the

President of the Lunar Republic. This is a

hollow victory however. The Terran Civil War

has cost all of humanity. Luna makes some

diplomatic concessions to Phoebe and Pho-



ebe is given mining rights on old Terra. The

rebuilding begins but with so little left and

so much misery left after the war the process

is slower here than in Elysium.

-7309 BE: The Phoeban Empire finances explorer Vernus Troy makes a six-year voyage

deep into space following anomalous redshift radiation he believes may indicate alien-craft. Following the radiation leads him

to a Duruki explorer craft and conversation

with the Duruki reveals of the existence of

a marvelous place full of lush green natural

worlds perfect for human habitation.

-7303 BE: Vernus returns to the Sol System

with stories of the Elysium Nebula. He convinces a vast number of humans to brave a

far journey into the Alpha Centauri system,

to use the Duruki Jumpgate there to make

the journey to Elysium Nebula. Phoebans

and Lunars work cooperatively to build

	



	



Within a single horrifying night the alien

Illithids strike down and capture the capital elvish city in Elysia Prime. The Illithids

completely stomp the helpless elves who

have no choice but to flee for their lives.

For the first time in their existence the

elves are faced with a real need to fight.

Pictured above: „The Day after“ from the

famous Elvish Painter Eö Ancalimë which

can be found in the „Elysian Museum of

Ancient Art“ in Correllan.
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